If the talk is sufficiently short, it is almost impossible for it to be bad. We have found, however, that the secret of our success is not, as we supposed, the excellence of the talk or even the skill with which the subject is chosen, but the very strong pressure of the wives to get their husbands out of the house at least one day a week for lunch. They are never allowed to forget and we regularly get attendances of eighty to ninety practitioners. A number of consultants always attend.
Finally, there is provision for our junior hospital staff. We have a so-called Medical Ward round and a Surgical Ward round held once a week at the Institute at which cases are presented, usually by registrars or S.H.Os. Practitioners frequently attend the medical round which is at mid-day. One of our consultant physicians has accepted responsibility for the selection of cases and for the standard of presentation being maintained. One or other of the hospital R.S.O's ;select and arranges for presentaition of the surgical material, and I have had no responsibility for these functions except to see that these facilities are provided.
Bedside teaching for the Membership is done systematically by several of the physicians and for the Fellowship by some of the surgeons, but this does not impinge on the Medical Centre. However, we have recently been exercised about the more junior members of the staff, especially the pre-registration people, and I have now arranged a series of lunchtime meetings for them every Thursday. One of the difficulties which I sihould mention at this point arises because the Institute is situated outside hospital premises and the hospital authorities will not ordinarily cater there. I This brings me to secretarial work and communications. We find there is an astonishing amount of secretarial work. A Research and Postgraduate Secretary is provided by the Regional Hospital Board and the Institute employs an additional secretary. Both work within the bui(lding in adjacent offices and they are both fully occupied. Communication to senior hospital staff is always by individual notices and we are about to get an addressograph machine. Everyone knows, of course, that people need not only telling but reminding, and a consultant may often wish to know about functions which are not intended for him personally, such as what is being laid on for the junior members of his staff. Some artifice must be adopted to prevent communications being thrown into the waste-paper basket without being opened, and this is liable to happen with anything less than a 4d. stamp; envelopes can be marked "Medical Institute". The easiest channels of communication are to the general practitioners. We write to them through the Executive Councils and through the B.M.A., both of whom are more than willing to include our notices in their handouts. We would normally notify about 400 practitioners of any functions in both these ways, and the fact that both channels are used is a useful reminderit is impossible to tell people too often. G.P.s seem to consign more to the waste paper basket unopened than do consultants.
The problem of communication with junior hospital staff is the most difficult one of all. They change frequently and many have names which are difficult to pronounce and impossilble to remember; individual personal communications to the 100 members of the junior staff several times a week has proved impossible. It was thought at one time that the problem would be solved by setting up an "Academic Notice Board" in each hospital which would carry nothing but academic notices, and it was supposed that everyone would look at it daily. There was, however, no ideal site and when it was at last possible to get the board put up, it was too dark to see notices and in a region such as ours, where there is a massive output of documents relating to postgraduate matters by the University's Board of Graduate Studies, local notices soon become buried. A very large board indeed is required. We are now sending people round to all the boards we know of in each hospital, but this is not satisfactory either. Finally, I would say that the setting up of suitable premises has been a great stimulus to medical education in the area. DISCUSSION MR. D. C. BOWIE (British Postgraduate Medical Federation) thought that the influence and support of the Universities was most imporitant. Medical Centres offered a wonderful opportunity for research into the total medical care of the comnmunity and here again, the University influence was important. The equivalent of a clinical professor's salary paid into each region for five years to foster this research would produce astounding results. New universities were giving courses in such subects as building and printing but where was the study of men, women -and children? DR. SHACKLETON (Wessex) asked whether there was any difficulty in getting junior staff released for study days. T1he Wessex region had been running a Basic Science Course for 8 years and there had been no trouble in this case. The physicians seemed to find it most difficult to release their juniors. DR. DAVID MATrINGLY (Exeter) asked if Dr. McCall had difficulties in bringing patients to the centre when it was 400 yards from his hospital. He emphasised that at Exeter a Research Unit on the lines suggested by Mr. Bowie had already been set up (POSTGRAD. MED. J. 1965, 41, 517) . MR. WILLIAMS (Canterbury) asked who was responsible for approving pre-registration posts. PROFESSOR SMART said that the postgraduate dean advises the University, who approve the post. There was a special pre-registration commiittee at Newcastle.
Universities had an agreement to recognise each other's posts.
A number of Universities in fact, had departments of social medicine (e.g. Birmingham).
Newcastle had fiound it was easier to have courses which junior staff could attend at a set time each week. A course, covering a given subject, might last a number of weeks, say 3, 4 or 5, and this would then be followed by another on another subject. The courses ran during the University terms. This arrangement had advantages over a course planned to run as a whole continuously throughout the year.
The Registrars' committee saw that consultants gave their juniors time off to attend. The psychiatrists released their men for one day a week to work for the D.P.M. MR. 0. DANIEL (Rhyl) expressed surprise and distress at the remarks made by Professor Smart and Dr Lewis, which could only be interpreted as being derogatory to the important lead which has been made by the Royal College of Surgeons of England in establishing the Nuffield Tutorial Scheme. We have all been impressed by the enthusiasm which has led to the recent appearance of so many new peripheral centres of postgraduate education and it is now of paramount importance to encourage this development and to ensure that these largely isolated centres be welded together into a national organisation which will ensure tha't all will share the same uniform high standard. It would be very nice if this organisation could be entrusted to the universities, but there is no such thing as a truly national university. The universities as we know them are regional, vary greatly in the enthusiasm with which they support postgraduate medical education, and, above all, have widely varied geographical difficulties with regard to control of the peripheral medical centres. (iii) The whole cost being paid from the Board's exchequer funds at Dudley
Road.
